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A simple graph with n vertices is called Pi-connected if any two distinct vertices are 
connected by an elementary path of length i. In this paper, lower bounds of the number of 
edges in graphs that are both Pz- and Pi-connected are obtained. Namely if i ~j(n + I), then 
JE(G)I 3((4i - 5)1(2i - 2))(n - 11, and if i >i(n + l), then jE(G)i 3 2(n - 1) apart from one excep- 
tional graph. Furthermore, extremal graphs are determined in the former. 
1. Intruductiun 
In this paper, we shall consider finite undirected simple graphs. The set of 
vertices (resp. the set of edges) of a graph G is denoted by V(G) (resp. E(G)). A 
path of length i which does not pass through a vertex more than once is referred 
to as an i-path. When there is an i-path conneciing two vertices u and U, we shall 
say that the property Pi(U, t>) holds. A graph G is called Pi-connected if Pi(u, tr) 
holds for any two distinct vertices U, u in V(G). Set 1 V(G)( = n. 
R.J. Faudree, C.C. Rousseau and R.H. Schelp [l] determined the minimum 
number of edges in graphs that are both &- and P,,_,-connected, and showed that 
the wheel graph W,, is the unique extremal graph. Note that W,, is &-connected 
for all i (2<jdn--1). 
Let Lk denote a graph consisting of a path (linear tree) of length k - 1. Kk is a 
complete graph with k vertices, H, + I-I2 is the join graph of a graph f-I, and a 
graph Hz, and ntN is the union graph of m copies of a graph f$ (cfi [Z]). 
This paper is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
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Fig. 3. 
CllS4 2: de&) = 3. ket y, z, vu be the three vertices adjacent o x. In order for 
all three conditions P,(x. y). P&K, tj and PJx, w) to hold, these three vertices 
must be joined by at least two edges; so suppose without loss of generality that z 
is adjacent to y and w, Let C,, C*, . . . , C,,k be the components of G \{x, y, z, w}. 
The number of edges contributed to G by Ci is at least 2 IV<Cj)i if Ci contains a 
cycle, and at least 2 IV(CiI\ + 1 if C’i is a tree, since every end verte:x of the tree 
must be adjacent to at least two of y. z, w by the hypothesis that G has minimum 
degree 3, and every other vertex (z must be adjacent to at least one of y. t, w in 
order for P,(x, ai to hold. Thus 
with equality if and only if each component Cj is a cycle in which each vertex is 
adjaccn: to exactly one of y, z and w, and y is not adjacent to w. We s;lall prove 
that equality cannot hold. Suppose it does. Since y and z have degree at least 3, 
there arc’ vertices I and u (difierent from x, y, t, w) such that t is adjacent to y 
and ti is adjacent to w (see Fig. 3). Let v be the mid-point of a path whose 
cxistcncc is ensured by P,(r, u). For R&I. z) to hold, v must be ad,jacent o y or 
w: say y, so that u is adjacent to r. II, y and no other vertex. For P2(u, u) to hold, 
II must be adjacent to 1, so that w is adjacent to I. v, w and no other vertex. Now 
* ‘v. w) cannot hold, which is the required ccntradiction. This completes the > 
prwf 2 Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is easy to derive from Theorem 2 in the case 
whcrr no vwtex of G has degree II - 1, since Pi( v, w) fails to hold for all i * S in 
the extremal graph:; of Theorem 2(i) and (ii). 
So suppose some vertex c’ of G has degree n - 1. Let C,, C,, . . . , C,,, be the 
conlponents of G \{ 0). Each component Ci contributes at least 2 I V(Cj)l edges to 
G if it contains a cycle, and exactly 2 I V(CJ - 1 edges if it is a tree. Suppose that 
C, is :I tree. and let x be its unique central vertex (centre) or one of its two central 
vertices (bicentres) 8s 
hold for some vertex 
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appropriate. In order for Pi(x, u) to hold, Pi_&, y) must 
y in Cr, and so IV(C;)la 2i - 2 (forcing i s f(n + l)), with 
Cj is a path of length 2i - 3, Thus 
IECG,l a 2(n - 1) -S=E(n-1), 
with equality if and only if 
Moreover, if i >&I + 1) then no component Ci can be a tree, so that (Ed 3 
2(n - 1). The result follows. 
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